The exponential congruence 5" = 2 (mod 3") has no solution n > 1. This result is proved by using a theorem of van der Poorten to produce an upper bound for the size of such solutions n which is within range of machine verification, and then checking that no n below this bound satisfies the congruence.
Abstract.
The exponential congruence 5" = 2 (mod 3") has no solution n > 1. This result is proved by using a theorem of van der Poorten to produce an upper bound for the size of such solutions n which is within range of machine verification, and then checking that no n below this bound satisfies the congruence.
Nathanson [1] conjectured that the congruence (1) 5" = 2 (mod 3") has no solution n > 1. Shortly after his paper appeared we searched for solutions to (1).
We will describe below how we showed that there are none in the range 1 < n < 10104.
Recent work of van der Poorten [2] allows one to prove an upper bound on the size of any n satisfying (1). Happily, this bound is less than 10104. Thus, we now know the general solution to (1).
Theorem. The only positive integer solution to (1) is n = 1.
We next quote Theorem 4 of [2] . To avoid complicated notation, we restrict it to two rational integers a.. (The original theorem considers several algebraic numbers ft(..) Let ord (a) denote the ordinal of a at the prime p.
Proposition
(van der Poorten [2] ). Let ax and a2 be nonzero rational integers. Let Si' = log max {|a, I, ee} and A = max {|ftj |, \a21, ee}. Let p be a rational prime and T = 4836pfi' log fi'. // 0 < S < 1 and there exists a positive integer b such that°° > ordp (a* c^1 -l)>Sb, then b<ô-xT(log(ô~xT))logA.
The constant 4836 has no special significance and is not best possible. As van der Poorten notes, it is just a tidy constant which works.
Lemma. Let n, u, v, and w be integers such that v > 1, (v, w) = 1, u" =£ w, and (2) u" =w (mod vn).
Then n < T(\og T) log A, where T = 4836ufi' log fi', fi' = log max {|h|, ee}, and A = max{|«|, \w\, ee}.
Proof. Let 0 < S < 1. Clearly, we may assume n > e2. Let p be a prime divisor of v. Then p / w because (u, w) = 1. Also, u" = w (mod p"), so that°° > ord (u"w~x -1) = n > on.
From the proposition, the hypotheses of which we have just verified, we have n<S-1r'(log(ô-17"))log^, where T' = 4836pfi' log fi'. Our lemma follows when we replace p by v in T' and let 5 -► 1.
Let us apply the lemma to (1). We have fi' = e, A = ee, and T = 3e4836. From the lemma we find that if « satisfies (1), then n < 3e24836(l + log 3 + 36 log 48) < 4838 < 10104.
Although machine verification of the first 4838 cases of (1) may appear hopeless, the task is really quite easy. Note that since 5 is a primitive root modulo 3" for each n > 1 and (2, 3") = 1, there is a unique integer an such that 5"" = 2 (mod 3") and 0 < an < 0(3"), where 0 is Euler's function. For n > 1, define integers kn by (3) an + x=an + kn-<l>(3"), so that kn = 0, 1, or 2. Table 1 gives values of 3", 0(3"), an, and kn for 1 < n < 20. Table 2 shows kn for 1 < n < 219. The calculation of these tables required about five minutes on the IBM 360/75 at the University of Illinois. The program was run twice to insure accuracy. When these tables were made, we did not know what upper bound could eventually be proved for n. Checking the first 219 values of n represented a modest search for solutions to (1). We could easily have continued to n = 1000 or so.
Let k0 = 1. From (3) we have an = £"r¿ k¡ ■ 0(3') and an + x > an for n > 1. Also, 0 < n < 0(3") for n > 1, so n is a solution of (1) if and only if an = n. Let n > 1 be a solution of (1) . From Table 1 , we have n > 20. Also, a6 = 317, so n > 317. Finally, 218 218
from Table 2 , so that n > 10104. This completes the proof of the theorem. Using the method described above, one can solve many exponential congruences of the type (2). In the special case u > v > w = 1, Nathanson [1] proved that 2"/n < u", which is better than the lemma.
Among the numbers kx,k2, ... , k2X9, the value 0 appears 70 times, 1 appears 76 times, and 2 appears 73 times, or 32%, 35%, and 33% of the time, respectively. This data suggests the conjecture that kn takes on the three values with equal frequency on the average, that is, <¿({ n: kn = /}) = 1/3 for / = 0, 1, 2, where dÇA) denotes the asymptotic density of the set A of integers. It is easy to see that the numbers kn are the 3-adic digits of (Log(-2)/Log(-5) -l)/2, where Log is the 3-adic logarithm.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Thus, the conjecture asserts that this number is simply normal in the scale of 3. Since it is irrational and arises naturally, it is probably normal, too. The referee notes that a better result than the lemma may be derived from Theorem 1, p. 180, of [3] . It leads to n < 1018 in our theorem, so that we only needed to compute about the first 40 kn's. Table 2 Values of kn for 1 <n < 219 
